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Abstract
Ice gouging of the seabed presents a serious hazard to offshore pipelines in
environments where the sea freezes each winter. Pipes have to be buried below the ice
keel gouge depths such that the soil displacements caused by gouging (sub gouge
displacements) are sufficiently small that the pipe is not overstressed. Predicting sub
gouge displacements is a key aspect for design of pipelines in ice gouged
environments, but there is considerable uncertainty in both magnitudes and factors
influencing sub gouge deformations. This paper describes the general aspects of an
experimental program that was carried out in an open field to produce large scale
idealized gouges on engineered soil beds while measuring: 1) the horizontal force
required to produce the gouge; 2) the sub gouge displacements in the soil; and 3) strain
on a buried model pipeline. This test program was unique because of the large scale
modeled, the six degrees of freedom that were allowed in the indenter, and that the
indenter only had one contact surface with the soil (no bottom plate).
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